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LBS'I'BACT

The concept of articulatory em t is d
in the context of teaching PL prgzugiatioéazzuedlearners with poor phonetic ability. Successfullearners are able to empathise with a variety ofsodels (even ones with voice sets radically dif-ferent from their own) or with a 'generalised'model. The underachievers are not so flexible: arandomly chosen sodel - even one that they findattractive - will not lead to a pennanent empathicresponse which can only be evoked by a suitablymatched voice set. Practical implications of this fact(or postulate) are considered.

IH‘IRODUCTICH

In this paper I am concerned with the r
tion training of FL learners whose phonefiznzgfiity
is rated low because of marked foreign accent whichthey are (apparently) unable to drop. This cate.
gory of underachievers does not seem to attract
either researchers or PL methodologists. SIA re-
search connected with pronunciation capability hasconcentrated (Justly or unjustly) on'the successfullearner (e.g. Guiora et a1./l/, Sutor /2/, Purcell/3/). FL methodology considers the problem margi-nal, which is not surprising in view of the generalinsistence on cost-effectiveness: pxgrammes devisedto improve the accent of underachievers imply lohours of extra work with uncertain results par-n8ticularly with learners past the critical dge ofpuberty. Moreover, while foreign accent weakens PLperformance, it does not, by itself, preclude suc-cessful canunication (cf.Brow-n: We all know 0-ple who have less than perfect pronunciation b5:who also have a magnificent and fluent control of asegozd languaget " /4/).

ope 0 demonstrate here that l
the poor learner may contribute “(£33533 0:by analysing the concept of articulatory eupattqtand (2) the approximation of TI. accent is not be:yond the learner written oxa's unteachable. Whathe needs, however, is not a multiplication of drill:nidlexercises admlnl‘ 'stered to his better-endowed ationtw" but a qualitatively different instruc-

My interest in the problem arose in
of my teaching a medial course oi“ phgtizgtgtPolish students of Fmglish philolog. Hy studentsare future teachers: their pronunciation should bedecent if they are to serve as models to their

pupils. But the examination boards of my Institute
are surely not alone in tolerating imperfect pronun-
ciation in candidates with high proficiency in
other areas. Since 'pronunciation capability and
overall proficiency in a given language are inde-pendent capacities" (More /5/), there are many
good, ambitious students whose accent remains their
weak point despite their strong “concern for pro-nunciation accuracy“ (Suter, op.cit.) and whole-
hearted participation in the remedial programs(individual sounds, intonation, stress, rhytin.weak foms, assimilations, etc.) and in the parallel
guise in general phonetics and English phonolog.
the. s this - admitted]: small - group of students

t comands my inmediate interest. I hope, how-
ever, that the issues I intend to raise apply to
other groups of learners as well.

ARTICUIA'PCHY BASIS m PI. PROHUNCIATION TEACHING

foreign accent results from the interaction ofmany factors. Knowing that the majority of tin”was attended to in our remedial course, I concen-trated in Iv earlier work on one factor that m‘33:: in our teaching: articulatory basis.“3 gig to Honiknan /6/, "where two lensing“ ‘1‘1:13:13 ; in articulatory setting, it is not possi-
whilst“ igly to master the pronunciation of oneoth.r. s: aining the articulatory setting of th‘c e sunning this to be true, I described MdPgfid the articulatory bases of Elglish and‘1“:1, usozing Eonikman's parameters (plus state ofreporta(02 s: /7 ). That study was followed by Iof d as /e/ , in which I checked the adequacymaulezcriptions by testing the success of thea numb: cry training based on them. There "1"variabl: 0Lproc:dura1 errors and contaminatinsclear: :u my experiment”, but one thing Wthe additigefia in the experimental group. Vh° hadthe ”$113121 drills and exercises connected withachieved :1: of the English articulatory 158513than the gira- phonetic accuracy and naturslnfl'
augitory and post:::lpn:::g::.only by Standardis of :medial course the articulatory "nmwActusll cessity, an exercise in re-orientstion-optimalyti: was demonstrated by Xolosov /9/v fl"of 5 FL co to introduce it is the very beeinnineI ha" u'11:“ (artikulac'ionaya priorientiroVkB)-of the usean, over the years, to convince teacherll~especiall ness of such pre-orisntation exercisoavy for children, who respond more 2954113
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than adults to this kind of treatment. However, few

teachers are prepared to start a course by "making

faces” and my programme has elicited practically no
response in the teaching profession. .

For my part,I have continued to include the artic-

ulatory training in the remedial course, though

I have been careful not to administer it wholesale

to student groups since the time of the experiment.

The relative mean achievement of the experimental

group concealed individual differences. That was

riznvitable as 'in experiments we are limited to the

statistical averages of a group and not individual

factors" (Ochsner /10/), but he teacher in me re-
fused to acknowledge this. I was worried by those

cases which spoilt the neat picture of overall suc-

cess. Some students obviously did not profit from

the articulatory training which I devised and in a

-'mercifully small - number of cases their pro-

nunciation actually deteriorated. Their attempts

to reduce lip, cheek, and jaw mobility (which is
less pronounced in English than in Polish) produced
a peculiar “frozen“ lockJaw effect, with open vow-

els flattened and distorted. This overkill took

a lot of individualised instruction to undo. Since

then I have always tried to deal with the "hard

cases" on the on the individual instruction basis,

concentrating on the physical and psychological con-

ditioning of particular les‘.rners.That called for
inquiry into personality characteristics, notably

into the affective learner variable deferred to by

thepthm meaty. .

l

MATH! IN SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION STUDIES

The notion of empathy appeared in SLA studies in

the context of interaction between personality and

language behaviour. finpathy is a transactional

factor in the affective domain which has been de-

fined as “the projection of one's own personality

into the personality of another in order to under-

stand him better“ (Brown, op.cit.). Numerous
studies have attempted to show that there is a di-

rect relation between this ability “to put oneself

into another's head” and language learning suc-

cess: empathy is said to be a characteristic of the

good language learner (see Reves [11/ and works
quoted therein) and a valuable predictor of LL suc-
cess (Guiora and Acton /12/, but see Brown, op.cit.
p.109). or particular relevance to this paper is
the early research of Guiora et al./15/, which
investigated the relation between empathic capa-

city and ability to pronounce it SI. accurately.

The study demonstrated that high degree of empathy,

as measured by the Micro-Momentary Expression test

(m). is a predictor of authenticity of SI. pro-
nunciation. Enpsthy is described as related to the

flexibility (permeability) of language ego bound-
aries, which accounts for the ease with which SI.

pronunciation is assimilated before the age of pu-

berty. Since to speak 3 SL authentically is "to

take on a new identity", around puberty, when the

ego boundaries are firmer, this flexibility is

said to be drastically reduced and it is more dif-

ficult to "move back and forth between languages

and the prescnalities that seem to. come with then"

(Guiora and Acton, op.cit.). Empathic ability
Appears to vary not only globally with age but

also between individual speakers and under expe-

rimentally induced conditions (alcohol, hypnosis,
see Guiora and Acton, op. cit. )e

IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH ON MAM son THE
TEACHING 01' FL PRONUNCIATION

Research on affective learner variables like
empathy (I should also add self-esteem, anxiety,
aggression, etc., which surely interact with
empathy), which influence TL pronunciation accu-
racy, helps us to understand how it happens that
the ability to acquire native-like pronunciation
varies when such factors as cognitive styles-,mc-
tivation, exposure to training are held constant
or are comparable across learners. The problem is
is that "if. indeed a high degree of empathy is
predictive of success 'in language learning, it
would be invaluable to discover how one could capi-
talise on that possiblity in language teaching...
One would need to determine if empat is some-
thing one can '1earn' in the adult years, especial-

ly cross-culturally" (Brown, cp.cit.p.lo9). I am
interested in these questions in so far as they
are related to the development of empathic capa-
city in the underachievers, but obviously there
are numerous other areas where empathy studies
are relevant to FL teaching. Let me refer to Just
a few of these. The phase-specific empathic ability
of young children manifests itself in acquiring
nativeolike pronunciation, when the FL is learnt
in its native environment ( actually $13). I doubt
whether this ability manifest itself so strongly
as a gruup variable when pronunciation is acquired
in a foreign country in the context of formal
instruction. Inddividual differences are sharper
than and the influence of the teacher as a pro-
nunciation model is of crucial importance (in my
experience young children usually get the worst
teachersl). There are other interesting questions
connected with pre-puberty pronunciation acqui-
sition (e. g. durability of early model-based habits,

later modifications, fossilization of infantile
habits in children who acquired a SI. in native en-
vironments and were later taught it as a 1‘1).

Guiora et al.(op.cit.) stress the drastically re.
duced ability to assimilate native-like II. pro-
nunciation after the age of 12. This bodes ill for
Polish learners who generally start to learn English
at the age of 15. And yet, if puberty contributes
in an important way to the completion of the arti-
culatory profile of a person in first-language
acquisition (see Birnbaum /l4/), should we exclude
the influence of this phase on the formation of the
correct In pronunciation profile, even in a formal
teaching programe? According to Birnbaum, "the
modification of the articulatory manners and pre-
ferences affecting these young people are more
radical, since they are deliberate, than the dif-
ficulties in imitation and pronunciation adjust-
ment encountered in early childhood" (op. cit.).
As teenagers are a model-seeking generation, res-
ponsive to fade and fashions, there are excellent
possibilities to capitalize on this in teaching .
pronunciation (but also great dangers, if unattrac-
tive, unimaginatively selected models are offered).

Let me now consider the problem from the point
of view of individual learners. Paradoxically, it
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is the higly empathic learners that are likely to
suffer failure in acquiring a native-like pro-

nuciation of a FL, if - as is too often the case -
they have an influential but inadequate s_ingl_g
early model to empathise with. Thus, many under-
achievers among my students are "hidden empathics".
Fortunately, they respond satisfactorily to the
remedial course and to articulatory basis training;

but why should they have to unlearn bad habits
and arrive at the native-like approximation so
late, when their empathic potential qualifies them
for much earlier success? They had the bad luck
of having fashhned their pronunciation habits
on teachers (very often good teachers) with
poor accent. Those teachers were recruited from

the ranks of the underachieving students: the
vicious circle is closed.

That the situation of the higly empathic learner
is generally not so dramatic as in the above .
account is due to the fact that successful language
learners are able to empathise with a variety of
models. Their empathic response - demonstrated
in terms of articulatory adjustments - is evoked
by models with voice sets radically diffennt from
their own. Their FL pronunciation profiles are
acquired throng: two strategies: (1) the choice -
usually deliberate - of a s' le, attractive
model (persona adoption), or 2) the elaboration of
a generalised model, resulting from the combined
influence of several models. Espathy in such
learners appears to generate aptitude for oral
mimicry and also to be connected with tonal memory.
musical abilities and certain perceptual qualities
which enable them to empathize with disembodied
voices on tapes and records, without the reinfor-
cing presence of visual cues.

The underachievers are much less flexible: a ran-
domly selected model — even one that they find
attractive - will not lead to a permanent empathic
response. Forcing models on such learners ends in
a sad caricature. The only way to ensure success-
m teaching is to find suitable models for the
learners to rely upon. I look for such models in
a principled way, acting on the assumption that
under-achievers must have at least a modicum of
empathic capacity, 1.9. ability to empathise with
models whose voice sets are similar to their own.
I refer to this type of empathic ability as
"articulatory empathy".

ARTICULATORY EMPATHY

Although I know a female Polish student whose
English pronunciation training was based solely
on the Laurence Olivier films and she indeed sounds
like the famous actor when she speaks Iihglish, I
would insist that imitating very remote models
(also age- and sex—wise) is to be avoided even with
good students. That is why the middle-aged, precise,
dignified voices regularly heard on records and
tapes of phonetic material are so exasperating to
the students in general, and fad—sensitive teenagers
‘in particular. While this is the question of teach-
ing materials rather than methods, it certainly does
have a bearing on the success of the teaching pro—
cess and cannot be disregarded.

The importance of well-matched models for pro-
nunciation struck me with full force in an anec-

dotal context. Over the period of some fifteen years

over twenty students have formerly been the pupil.

of the same teacher (from one of the Krakow secon-
dary schools). In assessing their pronunciation on
admission to the Institute I observed a certain re-

gularity: those whose pronunciation was poor did
not possess certain vocal charactistics of the
teacher (clear, high, precise voice, with a slight
glottalization). on the other hand, most of those
b11089 pronunciation was good shared these charac-
teristics and all of them clearly "inherited"
certain personal pronunciation mannerisms of the
teacher. In a few cases it was, in fact, possible
to guess whhh school they had attended because the
pronunciation profile of the teacher came through
very clearly.

These observations indicate, however, that in
talking about articulatory empathy it is not suf-
ficient to refer to the "voiceset' or "voice-quality"
understood as ”permanently present background pe'eson-
identifying vocal characteristic” which is "bio-
logically controlled" (Crystal /15/ but rather to
a person's "habitual mode of phonation" (Laver's

description), including the pausal profile, speech-
rate, and articulatory /permanent lip-rounding/
as well as pitch-related (drawling, clipping)
mannerisms. .

In In remedial work I have to use a fairly small
inventory of terms, which are, bf necessity, often
impressionfiic. I also make use of the set of 24
descriptive parameters proposed by Kelz /16/ for
the description of articulatory bases of lanmlages.
The teaching relies on improvisation to a large
extent and resembles psychoterapy more than any-
thins 3186. But it is not time-consuming and, more
importantly, it works. I hope to report on the
details of the training and on the framework that
underlies it after I have managed to give it
a more stabilised and efficient shape.

CONCLUSION

Ideally, a course intended to eliminate pronuncia-
tion inaccuracies and foreign accent in underachiev—
ers, should rely on a well—stocked library of‘
video-cassettes and recordings of phonetic teachins
materials made not by the usual ares-male-one-female
team, but representing different voice-types. But
the collection would be just as useful to them as
to all other learners. In fact, it is not altogeth-
er utopian to expect that at some point in the
future the teaching of FL pronunciation will be
based precisely on such model-oriented materials.

But today's underachievers cannot wait. It is for
them that I have undertaken a. "small scale inter-
vention" (Brown, op.cit.), without waiting forthe corroboration of large experimental desig18which I am unable to undertake myself. In any 055”if I relied on experimental evidence in my teaching:I would have to believe Purcell (op. cit.). who saysthat "classroom learning just does not seem to have
much to do with pronunciation accuracy" and 193"things as they are. Instead, being sympathetic to
hermeneutic rather than nomothetic mode of inquirysee Ochsner, op.c1t.) I have tried to use intui-

tion, common sense and experience to develop ateaching framework that works.
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